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ABSTRACT
X-ray observations of transiently accreting neutron stars during quiescence provide information about the struc-
ture of neutron star crusts and the properties of dense matter. Interpretation of the observational data requires
an understanding of the nuclear reactions that heat and cool the crust during accretion, and define its non-
equilibrium composition. We identify here in detail the typical nuclear reaction sequences down to a depth
in the inner crust where the mass density is ρ = 2 × 1012 g cm−3 using a full nuclear reaction network for a
range of initial compositions. The reaction sequences differ substantially from previous work. We find a robust
reduction of crust impurity at the transition to the inner crust regardless of initial composition, though shell ef-
fects can delay the formation of a pure crust somewhat to densities beyond ρ = 2 × 1012 g cm−3. This naturally
explains the small inner crust impurity inferred from observations of a broad range of systems. The exception
are initial compositions with A ≥ 102 nuclei, where the inner crust remains impure with an impurity parameter
of Qimp ≈ 20 due to the N = 82 shell closure. In agreement with previous work we find that nuclear heating
is relatively robust and independent of initial composition, while cooling via nuclear Urca cycles in the outer
crust depends strongly on initial composition. This work forms a basis for future studies of the sensitivity of
crust models to nuclear physics and provides profiles of composition for realistic crust models.
1. INTRODUCTION
Approximately 190 Galactic X-ray sources are classified
as low mass X-ray binaries (Liu et al. 2007), of which
about 100 are confirmed to contain a neutron star accret-
ing matter from a low mass (< 1M) companion star at
typical rates of . 10−8 M yr−1. Continued mass accretion
pushes matter deeper into the crust; as the matter is com-
Correspondence to: schatz@nscl.msu.edu
pressed, the rising pressure and density induce nuclear re-
actions that generate heat, emit neutrinos, and increase neu-
tron richness. Most low-mass X-ray binaries are expected
to be older than 1–10 Myr, old enough for accretion to have
replaced the entire crust of the neutron star. The accreted
crust is never heated beyond ≈ 1 GK and therefore differs
fundamentally from the original crust, and that of isolated
neutron stars, which form via annealing from a high tem-
perature equilibrium (Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Chechetkin 1979;
Sato 1979; Haensel & Zdunik 1990). Here we present re-
action network calculations that delineate up to a density
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2around ρ = 2 × 1012 g cm−3, the full set of nuclear reactions
that determine the composition and thermal profile of the ac-
creted crust for a given set of astrophysical parameters.
The properties of the accreted crust can be probed ob-
servationally in quasi-persistent transiently accreting neu-
tron stars. These systems accrete continuously for years to
decades, before accretion turns off and the source switches
from outburst to quiescence. Despite the 2–5 order of magni-
tude drop in luminosity, modern X-ray telescopes can detect
these systems in quiescence. The observed soft X-ray com-
ponent is typically interpreted as thermal emission from the
crust heated by nuclear reactions during the outburst (Rut-
ledge et al. 2002), though there is some debate about the po-
tential influence of residual accretion at a very low rate (see,
for example, Parikh et al. 2017; Bernardini et al. 2013). The
time dependence of this thermal emission reflects the thermal
profile of the neutron star crust and its thermal transport prop-
erties. For seven sources, the thermal emission in quiescence,
following an outburst, has now been tracked observationally
for many years (see, for example, summaries in Homan et al.
2014; Turlione et al. 2015; Waterhouse et al. 2016). While
there are large differences from source to source, in all cases
a decrease in thermal emission over time is observed. This
decrease in thermal emission is interpreted as the cooling of
the heated crust (Rutledge et al. 2002; Cackett et al. 2006;
Shternin et al. 2007; Brown & Cumming 2009).
Constraints on the physics of neutron star crusts and dense
matter in general have been derived from these observations
through comparison with models that account for all rele-
vant nuclear processes. Examples include the finding of a
relatively high thermal conductivity indicating a relatively
well-ordered lattice structure of the solid crust (Cackett et al.
2006; Shternin et al. 2007; Brown & Cumming 2009) and
constraints on its impurity (Brown & Cumming 2009; Page
& Reddy 2013; Turlione et al. 2015; Ootes et al. 2016; Mer-
ritt et al. 2016); evidence for neutron superfluidity (Shternin
et al. 2007; Brown & Cumming 2009); search for signatures
of nuclear pasta (Horowitz et al. 2015; Deibel et al. 2017);
possible signatures of chemical convection (Degenaar et al.
2014; Medin & Cumming 2014); constraints on surface grav-
ity (Deibel et al. 2015); and evidence for a strong shallow
heat source of unknown origin (Brown & Cumming 2009;
Degenaar et al. 2011; Page & Reddy 2013; Degenaar et al.
2013, 2015; Deibel et al. 2015; Turlione et al. 2015; Water-
house et al. 2016; Merritt et al. 2016). Heating and cooling
from nuclear reactions in the crust also affects other regions
of the neutron star. It influences explosive nuclear burning in
regular X-ray bursts and rarer superbursts, which occur above
the solid crust (Cumming et al. 2006; Keek & in’t Zand 2008;
Altamirano et al. 2012; Deibel et al. 2016; Meisel & Deibel
2017), and it contributes towards heating of the neutron star
core (Brown et al. 1998; Cumming et al. 2017; Brown et al.
2018). The latter effect can be used to constrain core neutrino
emissivities and other core physics (Brown et al. 1998; Colpi
et al. 2001). Cumming et al. (2017) recently used core heat-
ing constraints in connection with the transient light curve
of KS1731-260 to place a lower limit on the core specific
heat and concluded that the core could not be dominated by
a quark color-flavor-locked phase. Observables related to
crust nuclear reactions may not be limited to X-rays. Bild-
sten (1998) and Ushomirsky et al. (2000) showed that den-
sity jumps induced by electron capture reactions in the crust,
in combination with a temperature anisotropy, can lead to a
mass quadrupole moment and significant gravitational wave
emission that may balance the spin-up from the accretion
torque and explain observed spin distributions (Patruno et al.
2017).
The steady-state compositional profile of the outer lay-
ers of the neutron star is mapped out by the compositional
changes of an accreted fluid element as it is incorporated
deeper and deeper into the neutron star. These compositional
changes are the result of a series of nuclear processes that
occur with increasing density. Within hours of arrival on the
neutron star, at around ρ ≈ 106 g/cm3, hydrogen and helium
burn into a broad range of heavier elements up to Z ≈ 48.
The reaction sequences are the 3α reaction, the hot CNO cy-
cles, the αp-process, and the rapid proton capture process
(rp-process) (Wallace & Woosley 1981; Schatz et al. 1998),
and proceed either explosively in regular type I X-ray bursts
(Schatz & Rehm 2006; Schatz et al. 2001; Fisker et al. 2008),
or in steady state (Schatz et al. 1999). If the ashes contain sig-
nificant amounts of carbon, explosive carbon burning in the
ocean at ρ ≈ 108 g/cm3 may power the rare superbursts and
transform the composition into elements around iron (Schatz
et al. 2003; Keek & Heger 2011). The ashes of these pro-
cesses form the liquid ocean and eventually solidify around
ρ ≈ 109 g/cm3, setting the initial composition for the nuclear
reactions in the solid crust.
The nuclear reactions in the crust of accreting neutron
stars, and the associated nuclear heating, were first calculated
by Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Chechetkin (1979), Sato (1979) and
later by Haensel & Zdunik (1990). They used a simplified
model that assumed an initial composition of 56Fe, the pres-
ence of only a single species at a given depth, full β- and
neutron equilibrium, zero temperature, and no shell structure.
They found that electron capture reactions in the outer crust
transform 56Fe stepwise into more neutron rich nuclei. Once
the chain of nuclear reactions reaches the neutron drip line on
the chart of nuclides (nuclei beyond the neutron drip line are
neutron unbound with neutron separation energy S n < 0),
electron captures with neutron emission in the inner crust
continue to transform nuclei to lower Z. The transition from
the outer crust to the inner crust at around ρ = 6×1011 g cm−3
is marked by the appearance of free neutrons, which coexist
with nuclei. This location in the neutron star is commonly
referred to as neutron drip. At ρ = 1.5× 1012 g cm−3 density-
induced (pycnonuclear) fusion reactions begin to fuse Ne
(Z = 10). The resulting heavy nuclei are then again step-
3wise reduced in Z by electron captures with neutron emis-
sion. This cycle repeats several times with increasing depth.
Haensel & Zdunik (2003); Haensel & Zdunik (2008) used
the same model to investigate the fate of different initial iso-
topes, including 106Cd. Gupta et al. (2007) carried out the
first reaction network calculation allowing the presence of an
arbitrary mix of nuclei and including nuclear shell structure.
They only considered electron capture reactions up to neu-
tron drip, and demonstrated that heating can be substantially
increased when taking into account electron capture into ex-
cited states. Gupta et al. (2008) carried out a similar study
including neutron captures and dissociations and following
the electron captures just beyond neutron drip. They found
that neutron reactions are not always in equilibrium, result-
ing in their superthreshold electron capture cascades (SEC),
where a sequence of electron captures with neutron emission
rapidly transform nuclei to lower Z, instead of the stepwise
process found in simpler models. Steiner (2012) developed
a simple model similar to Haensel & Zdunik (2003) but al-
lowing for a multi-component plasma and a more realistic
mass model. Schatz et al. (2014) used a full reaction net-
work including β-decays to follow the crust composition in
the outer crust, prior to neutron drip. They found a new type
of neutron star crust reaction: nuclear Urca cycles with al-
ternating electron captures and β-decays that cool the outer
crust. This underlines the importance of using a full reac-
tion network and allowing for the simultaneous presence of
multiple species of nuclei.
In this work, we carry out the first full reaction network
calculation of the compositional changes in accreted neutron
star crusts through neutron drip and into the first pycnonu-
clear fusion reactions. We follow a broad range of individual
reactions and also account for nuclear shell structure. This
provides the full picture of nuclear transformations governing
the transition from the outer crust to the inner crust. There are
a number of open questions that we aim to address: (1) What
are the nuclear reaction sequences in the neutron star crust
for a realistic multicomponent composition when allowing
for branchings and competition between different types of
rates? (2) Is the crust evolving towards equilibrium, once
free neutrons are available for neutron capture reactions to
produce heavier elements, as suggested by Jones (2005), or
are previous predictions of an evolution towards lighter ele-
ments correct? (3) How does the crust impurity as character-
ized by the breadth of nuclear composition evolve from the
outer to the inner crust? Is the inner crust impurity influenced
by nuclear burning at the surface, and therefore likely differ-
ent from system to system? (4) Can nuclear reactions provide
more heating than previously assumed, alleviating, at least in
some sources, the need for an exotic additional heat source?
Horowitz et al. (2008) proposed that heat released by shal-
lower fusion reactions of lighter nuclei may explain some of
the additional heating.
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Figure 1. Column density as a function of mass density for extreme
burst ashes. The change in slope around ρ = 6 × 1011 g cm−3 indi-
cates the change of the dominant pressure source from electrons to
neutrons.
2. MODEL
The crust model used here is similar to that in Gupta et al.
(2007); Schatz et al. (2014). The crust is modeled as a plane-
parallel slab in a local Newtonian frame with constant grav-
ity g. We follow the compositional changes of an accreted
fluid element induced by the increasing pressure P = m˙gt,
with local accretion rate m˙ and time t, to determine the steady
state composition of the crust. Time is therefore a measure of
depth throughout this work. The mass density is calculated
using an equation of state P = P(T, ρ,Yi) with temperature T ,
and nuclear abundances Yi (including the neutron abundance)
as described in Gupta et al. (2007). The pressure of the free
neutrons is computed using a zero-temperature compressible
liquid-drop model (Mackie & Baym 1977). Fig. 1 shows the
resulting column density y = m˙t as a function of mass density
ρ. An accreted fluid element takes about 24,000 yr to reach
the end of our calculation around y = 2 × 1016 g cm−2.
In order to track the time evolution of the nuclear abun-
dances, Yi, an implicitly solved nuclear reaction network
is used that includes electron captures, β-decays, neutron
capture, neutron dissociation, and pycnonuclear fusion reac-
tions. The nuclear heat dQ deposited in a time step ∆t is
obtained as dQ =
∑
∆idYi − µedYe − µndYn − ν − dWL with
atomic mass excesses ∆i, electron chemical potential (with-
out rest mass) µe, neutron chemical potential (without rest
mass) µn, electron fraction Ye, neutron abundance Yn, neu-
trino energy losses from electron captures and beta decays
ν, and lattice energy WL (Chamel & Haensel 2008).
2.1. Astrophysical Parameters
Unless otherwise stated, we use m˙ = 0.3m˙Edd in the rest
frame at the surface, with the local Eddington accretion rate
m˙Edd = 8.8×104 g cm−2 s−1, and g = 1.85×1014 cm s−2. This
accretion rate is in the range for mixed H/He bursts powered
by the rp-process as well as superbursts and is therefore ap-
propriate for the initial compositions explored in this work.
4The calculation starts at a density of ρ = 1.4 × 109 g cm−3.
The temperature is treated as a free parameter and set to
T = 0.5 GK throughout the crust. This corresponds closely
to the temperature profile used in Gupta et al. (2007). This
approach is suitable for identifying the typical nuclear reac-
tions, independent of specific temperature profiles that vary
from system to system and with time, and depend on a num-
ber of additional parameters outside of our model (see discus-
sion below). Temperature is not expected to dramatically al-
ter reaction sequences as kT  µe everywhere and kT  µn
everywhere except for a very narrow layer at neutron drip.
Pycnonuclear fusion reaction rates are not temperature sen-
sitive either. The one nuclear process that is strongly tem-
perature dependent is the strength of nuclear Urca cooling
in the outer crust (Schatz et al. 2014). Choosing a relatively
high constant temperature allows us to clearly identify criti-
cal Urca cooling pairs with their intrinsic strengths that may
play a role in limiting crustal heating.
2.2. Nuclear Physics Input
Nuclear masses are among the most important input pa-
rameters. We use the Atomic Mass Evaluation AME12
(Wang et al. 2012) for experimental masses closer to stability.
For the majority of nuclei for which masses are experimen-
tally unknown, we employ the FRDM (Mo¨ller et al. 1995)
mass model. We do not mix experimental and theoretical
masses to calculate reaction Q-values of interest here, such
as electron capture thresholds or neutron separation energies.
In general, mass models for isolated nuclei such as the
FRDM are not applicable in the inner crust, where interac-
tions with the free neutrons result in significant modifications
of masses and nuclear structure. However, the goal of this
work is to calculate the nuclear reactions in the outer crust
and the transition from the outer crust into the inner crust.
We stop the calculations in the outermost region of the inner
crust below ρ = 2.7 × 1012 g cm−3 before such modifications
become significant. While the neutron mass fraction at the
end of our calculation is Xn = 0.52, the neutron Fermi energy
is 1.4 MeV, and the free neutron density is only 9×10−4 fm−3,
less than 1% of the neutron density inside a nucleus. For
these conditions, the Mackie & Baym (1977) mass model,
which includes the impact of free neutrons on the surface en-
ergy, but neglects shell structure, shows an average correction
of neutron separation energies of only 200 keV (maximum
300 keV), well within mass model uncertainties. Interactions
with the free neutron gas in the inner crust also affect the
single particle level structure of nuclei. In particular, with in-
creasing free neutron density the shell structure of spherical
nuclei is expected to be modified, and for sufficiently large
densities effectively disappears (Negele & Vautherin 1973).
This would affect the shell correction term in the FRDM,
which turns out to be important in our work. Fig. 5 in Negele
& Vautherin (1973) shows that modifications of single par-
ticle levels are expected to only set in at baryon densities in
excess of nb =2 × 1036, above the maximum nb =1.6 × 1036
in our calculations.
Electron capture rates and β−-decay rates are determined
from strength functions calculated in a model based on wave
functions in a deformed folded-Yukawa single-particle po-
tential with residual pairing and Gamow-Teller interactions.
They are solved for in a quasi-particle random-phase ap-
proximation (QRPA). The original theory was based on a
deformed oscillator single-particle potential (Krumlinde &
Mo¨ller 1984). To obtain greater global predictive power a
folded-Yukawa single-particle model has been used later in-
stead (Mo¨ller & Randrup 1990; Mo¨ller et al. 1997). That is
the model used here and we refer to it as QRPA-fY. Only
allowed Gamow-Teller transitions are considered. Parent nu-
clei are assumed to be in their ground state, which is a rea-
sonable assumption for the low temperatures (T < 1 GK) en-
countered in neutron star crusts. Weak interaction thresholds
are corrected for lattice energy changes following Chamel
& Haensel (2008). The weak reaction rates are then calcu-
lated for each time step using nuclear masses and a fast phase
space approximation (Becerril Reyes et al. 2006; Gupta et al.
2007). Neutron emission is determined individually for each
transition from the parent ground state to a daughter state
with excitation energy Ex. We make the simplifying assump-
tion that the highest number of emitted neutrons that is en-
ergetically possible will occur in all cases, similar to the ap-
proach of calculating branchings for β-delayed neutron emis-
sion in Mo¨ller et al. (1997). To take into account Pauli block-
ing due to the positive neutron chemical potential, we impose
the additional condition of (Ex − S n)/N > µn with neutron
separation energy S n and number of emitted neutrons N.
Neutron capture rates were computed with the TALYS sta-
tistical model code as part of a systematic effort to create a
reaction rate database for nucleosynthesis studies, using the
same atomic masses used to calculate the weak interaction
rates (Xu et al. 2013). These neutron capture rates and the
rates of the reverse reactions were corrected to account for
plasma screening of photons and neutron degeneracy follow-
ing Shternin et al. (2012). Pycnonuclear fusion rates were
calculated from the S-factors of Beard et al. (2010); Afanas-
jev et al. (2012) using the formalism described in Yakovlev
et al. (2006) in the uniformly mixed multicomponent plasma
approximation. We implement a total of 4844 pycnonuclear
fusion rates from Be to Si.
3. RESULTS
We performed calculations of the compositional evolution
in the accreted crust for different initial compositions. The
initial composition is determined by the nuclear ashes of ther-
monuclear burning near the neutron star surface, which is ex-
pected to vary from system to system depending on compan-
ion star composition, accretion rate, and neutron star mass.
We use here four sets of ashes: a pure 56Fe ash composi-
tion to facilitate comparison with previous work by Haensel
556Fe	 56Cr	 56Ti	 56Ca	 56Ar	 40Mg	
46Si	
62Ar	
54Ar,	
58Ca	
61Ca	
Figure 2. Abundance as a function of density of the most important
nuclides for initial 56Fe burst ashes.
& Zdunik (1990), predictions for the ashes of extremely hy-
drogen rich X-ray bursts powered by an extended rp-process
(Schatz et al. 2001), predictions for the ashes of a realistic
mixed hydrogen and helium burst with a moderate rp-process
expected to power GS 1826-238 (Woosley et al. 2004; Cyburt
et al. 2016), and predictions for a superburst powered by ex-
plosive carbon burning (Keek et al. 2012).
3.1. Reaction sequence for initial 56Fe composition
We begin by discussing in detail the reaction sequences for
an initial composition of pure 56Fe. Our calculation follows
the compositional change in an accreted fluid element as den-
sity and therefore electron chemical potential µe are slowly
rising. The evolution of the main composition as a function
of depth is shown in Fig. 2 and the major compositional tran-
sitions are listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Major compositional transitions for initial 56Fe
Transition Pa ρb µec Xnd
56Fe→56Cr 3.4 × 1027 4.9 × 109 6.2 <10−25
56Cr→56Ti 1.7 × 1028 1.8 × 1010 9.6 <10−25
56Ti→56Ca 1.1 × 1029 8.1 × 1010 15.6 <10−25
56Ca→56Ar,54Ar,58Ca 5.5 × 1029 2.9 × 1011 23.3 1.2 × 10−18
56Ar,54Ar,58Ca→56Ar 8.3 × 1029 4.2 × 1011 25.9 7.2 × 10−20
56Ar→40Mg,62Ar 1.8 × 1030 7.8 × 1011 31.6 5.4 × 10−8
40Mg,62Ar→40Mg,48Si 2.3 × 1030 1.1 × 1012 33.5 0.13
40Mg,48Si→40Mg 4.2 × 1030 2.8 × 1012 37.1 0.54
Table 1 continued
Table 1 (continued)
Transition Pa ρb µec Xnd
aPressure in dyne/cm2
bMass density in g/cm3
cElectron chemical potential (without rest mass) in MeV
dNeutron abundance
The initial reaction sequence up to µe = 15.6 MeV and
ρ = 8.1 × 1010 g cm−3 takes 2.3 × 1010 s and is characterized
by a series of three, two step, electron capture (EC) reactions
56Fe(2EC)56Cr, 56Cr(2EC)56Ti, and 56Ti(2EC)56Ca described
already in Haensel & Zdunik (1990) (see Fig. 3). These elec-
tron captures proceed in steps of two because of the odd-even
staggering of the electron capture thresholds. During the last
sequence, (γ,n) reactions release small amounts of neutrons
that get recaptured but do not appreciably change the reac-
tion flows. For most EC transitions, the inverse process,
β−-decay, is blocked, as the decay feeds primarily excited
daughter states, which reduces the energy of the emitted elec-
trons resulting in effective Fermi blocking. The exception is
56Ti(EC)56Sc where β−-decay of 56Sc does occur, leading to
a 56Ti - 56Sc EC/β− Urca cycle (Schatz et al. 2014; Meisel
et al. 2015a). However, as discussed in Meisel et al. (2015a),
the cycle is weak because of the fast 56Sc(EC)56Ca reaction
for the nuclear physics inputs used here, and thus does not
affect nuclear energy generation.
At µe = 23.3 MeV and ρ = 2.9 × 1011 g cm−3, the destruc-
tion of 56Ca by electron capture occurs. However, this step
proceeds entirely differently owing to the rising significance
of free neutrons (see Fig. 3). These neutrons are released in
the second step of the two step electron capture sequence,
which proceeds as 56Ca(EC)56K(EC,2n)54Ar. The neutron
separation energy of 56Ar is sufficiently low for most of the
EC transitions from 56K to proceed to neutron-unbound states
leading to the emission of neutrons. The released neutrons
are recaptured by the most abundant nucleus, which is still
56Ca, leading to a neutron capture sequence to 58Ca. The re-
action path therefore splits into two branches leading to 54Ar
and 58Ca, respectively. However, branchings between elec-
tron capture and neutron capture at 57Ca and 56K divert some
of the reaction flow to 56Ar via 57Ca(EC)57K(EC,n)56Ar and
56K(n,γ)57K(EC,n)56Ar, respectively. The result is a three
nuclide composition, dominated by 56Ar, but with admixtures
of 58Ca and 54Ar at about 0.2% mass fraction each.
This admixture is, however, short lived, as at µe = 25.9
MeV and ρ = 4.2 × 1011 g cm−3, 58Ca and 54Ar are con-
verted into 56Ar (Fig. 4). The destruction of 58Ca proceeds
via 58Ca(EC,1n)57K(EC,1n,2n,3n), resulting in a range of Ar
isotopes, which, together with the already existing 54Ar, are
quickly transformed into 56Ar by neutron capture. At this
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Figure 3. Integrated reaction flows on the chart of nuclides for the
initial electron capture sequence on 56Fe down to a depth where
ρ = 3.5 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 3.6 × 1015 g cm−2). Rows are labelled on
the left with charge number Z, columns at the bottom with neutron
number N. The isotope colors indicate final abundances Y in mol/g
at the end of the integration time period (see legend). Abundances
logY > −4 are colored red, abundances logY < −7 are uncolored.
The thick black squares mark stable nuclei, the grey squares neu-
tron unbound nuclei included in the network, and the medium thick
vertical lines the magic neutron numbers. Shown are flows that lead
to lower Z or higher N (red lines) and flows that lead to higher Z and
lower N (blue lines). Thick lines indicate flows above 10−6 mol/g,
thin lines flows between 10−8 mol/g and 10−6 mol/g. The reaction
path splits, leading to a multi-component layer.
point, the crust is rather pure and mainly composed of 56Ar.
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Figure 4. Integrated reaction flows for initial 56Fe ashes from ρ =
3.6 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 3.7 × 1015 g cm−2) to ρ = 4.6 × 1011 g cm−3
(y = 5.0 × 1015 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
At µe=31.6 MeV and ρ = 7.8 × 1011 g cm−3, 56Ar is de-
stroyed by the first previously termed superthreshold electron
capture cascade (SEC) (Gupta et al. 2008) (see Fig. 5). This
reaction sequence occurs when the neutron emission follow-
ing an electron capture leads to a nucleus with |QEC |  µe,
which therefore immediately captures electrons again and so
on. In this particular case, an SEC leading from 56Ar all the
way to 40Mg is established. The detailed reaction sequence
is shown in Fig. 5 and is characterized by electron captures
with the emission of mostly 4–5 neutrons. The released neu-
trons are recaptured by 56Ar, which is still the most abun-
dant nuclide. This leads again to a split of the reaction path
into the SEC from 56Ar to 40Mg and a sequence of neutron
captures from 56Ar to 62Ar. In the initial phase of the SEC,
there is a significant abundance buildup of 50S produced by
neutron capture from the SEC path, and to a lesser extent of
42Si. However, with only a slight rise of µe, electron cap-
ture quickly destroys these isotopes and they are converted
into 40Mg as well. The end result is a layer that consists
primarily of 62Ar (80% mass fraction) and 40Mg (20% mass
fraction). There is a small admixture of 59Cl (10−5 mass frac-
tion). The free neutron abundance is significantly increased
to 4.8×10−5.
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Figure 5. Integrated reaction flows for initial 56Fe ashes from ρ =
7.0 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 9.0 × 1015 g cm−2) to ρ = 9.4 × 1011 g cm−3
(y = 1.2 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
At µe=33.5 MeV and ρ = 1.1 × 1012 g cm−3 62Ar
is destroyed by an SEC and converted into 48Si and
40Mg (Fig. 6). The initial reaction sequence proceeds
via 62Ar(EC,3n)59Cl(2n,γ)61Cl(EC,11n)50S (Fig. 6). At
50S, four destruction paths carry significant flow: (EC,3n),
(EC,4n)46P(n,γ), (EC,5n)45P(2n,γ), and (4n,γ)54S(EC,7n) all
leading to 47P, which then undergoes a (EC,5n) reaction lead-
ing to 42Si (N = 28). At this point the neutron abundance has
reached Yn = 0.23 (Fig. 7) and this considerable neutron den-
sity results in a significant neutron capture branch that drives
reaction flow out of N = 28 into 48Si. However, 42Si(EC,n)
is not negligible and results in an additional build up of 40Mg
via 42Si(EC,n)41Al(EC,3n and 4n)37,38Mg(2-3n,γ)40Mg. As
a consequence, 40Mg increases significantly in abundance.
After the destruction of 62Ar is complete, the layer consists
of 46Si (44% mass fraction), 40Mg (32% mass fraction) and
7neutrons (23% mass fraction).
The destruction of 62Ar coincides with the onset of a weak
reaction flow through the first pycnonuclear fusion reaction,
40Mg+40Mg→80Cr (Fig. 6). The fusion reaction is immedi-
ately followed by a rapid SEC sequence leading back to 40Mg
and establishing a pycnonuclear fusion-SEC cycle (Fig. 6).
The net effect of the cycle is a 40Mg+40Mg→40Mg+40n re-
action resulting in the conversion of 40Mg into neutrons with
increasing depth. 46Si is the only significant bottle neck in
the cycle besides 40Mg and maintains a significant, roughly
constant abundance while reactions produce and destroy the
isotope.
At µe = 37.1 MeV and ρ = 1.7×1012 g cm−3, 46Si begins to
be depleted significantly. However, because of its location in
the fusion-SEC cycle, its abundance is initially not dropping
to zero but is merely reduced to about 10−4. At this depth,
40Mg electron capture begins to initiate a SEC sequence to-
wards lighter nuclei (Fig. 8). This SEC sequence ends at 25N
where the pycnonuclear fusion reaction 25N+40Mg→65K (not
visible in Fig. 6 because the flow is too weak) dominates over
further electron capture. The resulting 65K is immediately
destroyed by a reaction sequence that merges into the SEC
of the 40Mg+40Mg main pycnonuclear fusion-SEC cycle. An
additional branching occurs at 28O, where EC is comparable
to 28O+40Mg→68Ca fusion. Again, the resulting 68Ca does
not accumulate but merges into the main SEC. EC on 40Mg
therefore effectively leads to a branching of the reaction flow
into a two pycnonuclear fusion sub-cycles. The effect of all
these cycles is the same 40Mg+40Mg→40Mg+40n net reac-
tion converting one 40Mg nucleus into neutrons on each full
loop. The first significant depletion of 40Mg (Fig. 2) marks
therefore the onset of significant pycnonuclear fusion.
At a slightly larger depth, at µe=37.2 MeV, ρ = 2.4 ×
1012 g/cm3, P = 3.9×1030 dyne/cm2 and y = 2.1×1016 g/cm2
abundance builds up at the edge of our network and we stop
the calculation. The neutron mass fraction has reached 46%.
The calculations indicate, though, that the next step is the
conversion of N = 28 40Mg into 44Mg as a consequence of
the increasing neutron density. Deeper fusion-SEC cycles
develop then starting on 44Mg. While 44Mg is not magic,
it is the preferred nucleus at these higher neutron densities,
because of the jump in neutron binding from Na to Mg pre-
dicted by the FRDM mass model leading to an extension of
the neutron drip line by 8 isotopes (see, for example, Fig. 8).
3.2. Reaction sequence for extreme rp-process ashes
For X-ray bursters that do not exhibit superburst burning,
the ashes of the rp-process is the appropriate initial compo-
sition for the crust processes. We use here the composition
calculated by the X-ray burst model of Schatz et al. (2001),
which has ignition conditions that correspond to systems
with high accretion rate and low metallicity, resulting in a
relatively large amount of hydrogen (mass fraction X = 0.66)
at ignition (see Fig. 9). While such bursts would be rare in
nature, the model serves as a useful tool to explore the con-
sequences of a maximally extended rp-process that reaches
the Sn-Sb-Te cycle. We ignore elements lighter than neon
assuming they are destroyed by residual helium burning and
other thermonuclear fusion processes near the surface.
The initial compositional evolution is characterized by se-
quences of electron capture reactions along chains of con-
stant mass number (Fig. 10). In this shallow region, the
original composition as a function of mass number is pre-
served and simply pushed to more neutron rich nuclei. In
some cases, β− decay is not completely blocked creating a
local nuclear Urca cycle (Schatz et al. 2014) where both, EC
and β− decay occur between a pair of nuclei. This can lead
to significant neutrino cooling at the depth where the cycle
forms, especially at high temperatures. Such Urca cycles do
not occur for all EC transitions. They require a strong ground
state to ground state transition (or a transition to a very low
lying state with excitation energy Ex  kT ) and an effective
blocking of the subsequent EC reaction that would otherwise
drain the cycle. EC - β-decay pairs therefore occur predomi-
nantly in odd A chains, though there are a few exceptions, for
example in the A = 96 and A = 98 chains. The complete set
of relevant Urca pairs can be identified in Fig. 11 using the
β− flow as an indicator of the Urca cycling strength. Tab. 2
lists the most important Urca cycling pairs.
Table 2. Strongest Urca pairs for extreme rp-
process ashes
Urca pair ρ (g/cm3) relative flowa
105Zr - 105Y 3.15 × 1010 1.00
103Sr - 103Rb 6.40 × 1010 0.42
103Zr - 103Y 2.19 × 1010 0.31
105Y - 105Sr 4.40 × 1010 0.14
105Nb - 105Zr 1.64 × 1010 0.08
98Kr - 98Br 1.16 × 1011 0.08
96Kr - 96Br 8.38 × 1010 0.06
31Mg - 31Na 8.72 × 1010 0.06
93Sr - 93Rb 1.10 × 1010 0.04
93Rb - 93Kr 1.60 × 1010 0.03
99Sr - 99Rb 3.80 × 1010 0.02
97Rb - 97Kr 3.58 × 1010 0.02
99Rb - 99Kr 4.99 × 1010 0.02
97Kr - 97Br 6.40 × 1010 0.01
29Mg - 29Na 5.58 × 1010 0.01
55Ti - 55Sc 3.94 × 1010 0.01
31Al - 31Mg 3.96 × 1010 0.01
93Y - 93Sr 2.03 × 109 0.01
Table 2 continued
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Figure 6. Integrated reaction flows for initial 56Fe ashes from ρ = 9.7 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 1.2 × 1016 g cm−2) to ρ = 1.7 × 1012 g cm−3 (y =
1.9 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
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Figure 7. Neutron mass fraction Yn as a function of density for pure
56Fe ashes (solid blue), extreme burst ashes (solid red), KEPLER
burst ashes (dashed red), and superburst ashes (solid orange). Neu-
trons become degenerate for Yn & 10−4.
Table 2 (continued)
Urca pair ρ (g/cm3) relative flowa
21O - 21N 1.22 × 1011 0.01
103Rb - 103Kr 7.74 × 1010 0.01
aTime integrated reaction flow relative to the
strongest Urca pair.
At around µe = 10.3 MeV and ρ = 2.36 × 1010 g cm−3
the first neutrons are created. These neutrons are immedi-
ately recaptured by nuclei in other mass chains. The fur-
ther evolution is therefore characterized by a combination of
EC reactions that drive the composition more neutron rich,
and neutron capture reactions that deplete some mass chains,
and enhance others. Fig. 10 shows the reaction sequences
up to the point where neutrons first appear. The first neu-
trons are created by 88Rb(EC,n)87Kr, which competes with
88Rb(EC)88Kr. The reason that neutron emission can occur
relatively close to stability is that EC on 88Rb is predicted
to occur through a relatively high lying excited state in 88Kr
at Ex =6.9 MeV. This is a consequence of the proximity of
the N = 50 neutron shell closure (88Rb has N = 51) re-
sulting in spherically shaped nuclei and EC strength distri-
butions that are concentrated in a few states (Schatz et al.
2014). This highly excited state is sufficiently close to
S n(88Kr) = 7.0 MeV to lead to a significant neutron emission
branch. The released neutrons are readily recaptured by nu-
clei in other mass chains, primarily at higher mass numbers
where neutron capture rates tend to be higher. In this case,
neutron capture is dominated by 105Zr, with smaller capture
branches on 105Y, 130,104,106Zr, and 108Mo, which are the most
abundant high A nuclei present at this time (Fig. 10). Be-
cause of the rapid recapture of the released neutrons, the free
neutron abundance stays negligibly small. The chief result of
the early neutron release is therefore not the appearance of
free neutrons, but changes in the composition as function of
mass number (see discussion in Section 4.1.2).
The first fusion reactions are initiated relatively early at
ρ = 1.2 × 1011 g cm−3 and µe = 17.5 MeV (Fig. 11). Pre-
viously, 20O produced by EC processes from the initially
abundant 20Ne, has been partially converted by neutron cap-
ture into 21O. As soon as 21O undergoes an EC transition to
21N, 21N+21O and 21N+21N fusion reactions occur. Slightly
deeper at ρ = 1.3 × 1011 g cm−3 and µe=18.0 MeV, two
EC transitions on the remaining 20O produce 20C, trigger-
ing 20C+20O, 20C+21N, and 20C+20C fusion reactions. Other
fusion reaction combinations, including reactions involving
22O produced by neutron capture from 21O, also occur but
are an order of magnitude weaker. At somewhat higher
ρ = 1.92 × 1011 g cm−3 and µe = 20.4 MeV, the pycnonu-
clear fusion of oxygen becomes possible. 24O, produced
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Figure 8. Integrated reaction flows for initial 56Fe ashes from ρ = 1.7 × 1012 g cm−3 (y = 1.9 × 1016 g cm−2) to ρ = 2.4 × 1012 g cm−3 (y =
2.1 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
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Figure 9. Initial composition set by an X-ray burst with an extreme
rp-process, summed by mass number.
by electron captures from the initially present 24Mg, with
some contribution from 21O neutron captures, is destroyed
via 24O+24O. With this reaction, all oxygen is destroyed,
leaving neon as the lightest element present in the crust.
At ρ = 3.78 × 1011 g cm−3 and µe = 25.2 MeV nuclei
in most reaction chains have reached the neutron drip line
(Fig. 11). The free neutron abundance is still low with
Yn=1.1 × 10−13. This is sufficient however to drive the com-
position into a (n,γ)-(γ,n) equilibrium within each isotopic
chain. Note that the neutron Fermi energy EFn  kT at this
stage. Overall, neutron capture reactions have significantly
altered the composition as a function of mass number. In
particular, abundances in most odd A chains have been dras-
tically reduced, the only remaining odd A nucleus with a sig-
nificant abundance is 89Cu (Section 4.1.2).
Beyond ρ = 3.78 × 1011 g cm−3 and µe = 25.2 MeV, SEC
chains begin to play a role and rapidly convert nuclei along
the neutron drip line into lighter species until a particularly
strongly bound nucleus with a large EC threshold is reached
(Fig. 12). The associated release of neutrons leads to a drastic
increase of the free neutron abundance, marking the location
of neutron drip.
Neutron captures also drive the abundance in the neon
isotopic chain, predominantly originating from initial 28Si
in the burst ashes, into 32Ne and 34Ne. At ρ = 7.7 ×
1011 g cm−3, pycnonuclear fusion reactions set in and destroy
32Ne and 34Ne. The most important reactions are 34Ne+34Ne,
32Ne+34Ne, 34Ne+24O, and 34Ne+20C. 24O is produced via
32Ne(EC,n)31Na(EC,8n)23O(n,γ)24O. 20C is produced from
24O via 24O(EC,2n)22N(n,γ)23N(EC,5n)18C(2n,γ)20C.
All these processes are essentially completed at ρ = 1.28×
1012 g cm−3 and µe = 33.6 MeV, at which point the composi-
tion is concentrated in a few nuclei at N = 82 (116Se, abun-
dance Y=4.4×10−4), at N = 50 (70Ca Y=1.0×10−2, near N =
28 (46Si, Y=2.6×10−4), and at N = 28 (40Mg, Y=8.4×10−5).
The neutron abundance has reached Yn = 0.21 (Fig. 7) and
EFn has reached 0.62 MeV, exceeding kT ≈ 40 keV result-
ing in degenerate neutrons. The abundance accumulated at
the three locations where the neutron drip line intersects the
neutron numbers N = 28, 50, and 82 can be mapped to differ-
ent mass ranges in the initial composition. N = 82 is mostly
produced from initial A ≥ 106 nuclei, with some contribu-
tion from A = 102 − 105. The initial A ≥ 106 abundance
is 7.5 × 10−4, already larger than the final N = 82 abun-
dance. The main branch points that govern leakage to lighter
nuclei for A ≥ 106 material are 106Kr and 104Se. At 106Kr,
neutron capture moves material towards N = 82, while EC
feeds 104Se via a (EC)(γ,n)(EC,n) sequence. At 104Se, (EC,n)
moves material ultimately to N = 50, while neutron capture
feeds N = 82. The final N = 82 abundance may be increased
by a small contribution from A = 102−105. The key branch-
ings are 102Se and again 104Se, where in each case the EC
branch moves the abundance towards N = 50.
A ≤ 56 nuclei are mostly converted into nuclei near the
N = 28 region. A = 56 is the borderline case, and the re-
action sequence is similar to the pure 56Fe case discussed in
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Figure 10. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for extreme rp-process ashes down to a depth where ρ = 2.50 × 1010 g cm−3 (y =
1.32 × 1014 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
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Figure 11. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for extreme rp-process ashes down to a depth where ρ = 3.77 × 1011 g cm−3 (y =
3.96 × 1015 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
section 3.1. An isolated exception is the initial 28Si abun-
dance which in part ends up in the N = 50 region due to
fusion reactions: 28Si is converted into neon isotopes via
ECs. At 28Ne neutron capture competes with 28Ne(EC,n).
The 28Ne(EC,n) branch leads to fluorine and then oxygen,
which then fuses into nuclei in the sulfur region. However, a
significant fraction of the initial 28Si abundance is processed
through the 28Ne(n,γ) branch leading to neutron rich neon
isotopes, which then fuse into calcium, and ultimately end
up in 70Ca (N = 50). Initial elements lighter than silicon
fuse into nuclei below calcium and are therefore converted
into N ≈ 28 nuclei. Initial elements heavier than silicon but
lighter than iron end up as magnesium or silicon isotopes,
which do not fuse until much greater depths, when nuclei are
sufficiently neutron rich for SECs to prevent accumulation at
N = 50.
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Figure 12. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for extreme rp-process ashes starting at ρ = 3.77×1011 g cm−3 (y = 3.96×1015 g cm−2)
and ending at ρ = 1.28 × 1012 g cm−3 (y = 1.27 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
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Figure 13. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for extreme rp-process ashes starting at ρ = 1.76×1012 g cm−3 (y = 1.58×1016 g cm−2),
and ending at ρ = 2.49 × 1012 g cm−3 (y = 2.11 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
We continue the simulation beyond ρ = 1.25× 1012 g cm−3
and µe = 33.6 MeV to ρ = 2.5 × 1012 g cm−3 and µe =
37 MeV, at which point the increasing neutron density drives
the composition towards the edge of our reaction network.
At ρ = 2 × 1012 g cm−3 and µe = 35.1 MeV N = 50 70Ca is
destroyed by a SEC and converted into nuclei in the N = 28
region, leaving only the N = 28 and N = 82 regions with
significant abundance. We also see the onset of significant
40Mg+40Mg fusion, resulting in a similar fusion-SEC cycle
as discussed in section 3.1.
Fig. 14 shows the calculated time integrated nuclear energy
production. The various drops indicate significant cooling
from nuclear Urca pairs in the outer crust. Indeed, the loca-
tion of the top three pairs listed in Tab. 2 coincides with the
major drops visible in Fig. 14 around ρ = 2.2 × 1010 g cm−3,
ρ = 3.2 × 1010 g cm−3, and ρ = 6.4 × 1010 g cm−3.
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Figure 14. Integrated nuclear energy release as a function of mass
density for pure 56Fe ashes (solid blue), extreme burst ashes (solid
red), KEPLER burst ashes (dashed red), and superburst ashes (solid
orange). The nuclear energy release obtained by Haensel & Zdunik
(2008) for pure 56Fe ashes is shown for comparison (dashed blue).
3.3. Reaction sequence for initial KEPLER X-ray burst
ashes
A more typical estimate of the final composition of mixed
H/He bursts is provided by calculations using the 1D multi-
zone code KEPLER. We use the model described in more
detail in Cyburt et al. (2016), which was shown to reproduce
the observed light curve features of GS1826-24 reasonably
well (Heger et al. 2007). The final composition entering the
crust is calculated by averaging over the deeper layers in the
accreted material after a sequence of about 14 bursts, exclud-
ing the bottom layers that are produced by the atypical first
burst (see Cyburt et al. (2016) for details). Fig. 15 shows the
initial composition as a function of mass number. The main
difference to the extreme rp-process discussed in section 3.2
is the reduced amount of heavier nuclei beyond A = 72. This
is due to increased CNO hydrogen burning in between bursts
that leads to a lower hydrogen abundance at ignition, and a
lower ignition depth that leads to lower peak temperature and
a less extended αp-process. Both of these effects result in a
lower hydrogen to seed ratio and a shorter rp-process (see Eq.
13 in Schatz et al. (1999)).
The evolution of the composition with increasing depth
is overall very similar to the extreme rp-process ashes case,
though the different mass chains have different relative abun-
dances due to the different initial composition (Fig. 16). The
main global difference is a shift of the appearance of signif-
icant amounts of free neutrons towards higher densities by
about 50%, which is more in line with the calculation for
pure 56Fe ashes (Fig. 7). This is due to the much reduced
abundance of heavy (A > 72) nuclei that tend to reach the
neutron drip line at shallower depth and lead to an early re-
lease of neutrons in the case of the extreme rp-process ashes.
The deeper onset of neutron drip has some consequences for
the further evolution of the composition. In particular, when
the heavier mass chains reach the neutron drip line, the neu-
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Figure 15. Initial composition set by the ashes of an X-ray burst
modeled with KEPLER, summed by mass number.
tron abundance is lower, and the equilibrium nucleus is there-
fore closer to stability where electron capture thresholds are
lower. SEC cascades therefore set in earlier, compared to the
case of extreme rp-process ashes where nuclei are pushed to
more neutron rich isotopes that require higher µe to capture
electrons (Fig. 17). This, together with the much lower ini-
tial abundance of A > 103 nuclei leads to a negligible pro-
duction of N = 82 nuclei. The final composition after SECs
have converted the composition into nuclei at or near closed
shells or with large single particle energy level gaps is 70Ca
(N = 50, Y =8.5× 10−3), 46Si (N = 32, Y =1.24× 10−3), and
40Mg (N = 28, Y =6.4 × 10−3) with a neutron abundance of
Yn = 0.092.
Again we can map these final abundances to the distribu-
tion by mass number of the initial composition. As in the
case of the extreme rp-process ashes, A ≈ 56 is the approx-
imate dividing line between material ending up in N = 50
and near N = 28. However, because of the lower free neu-
tron abundance nuclei tend to be less neutron rich and have
lower EC thresholds. Therefore, in the case of the KEPLER
X-ray burst ashes, there is some leakage from the A = 58−60
mass chains towards the N = 28 region, primarily due to
branch points where neutron capture competes with EC such
as 59Ca(EC),60Ca(EC,n), and 62Ca(EC,3n). While the abun-
dance that remains in the Ca isotopic chain is ultimately con-
verted into N = 50 70Ca, any leakage to lighter elements
feeds the N = 28 region. As in the case of the extreme rp-
process ashes, the initial 28Si abundance is fed into the Ca
isotopic chain and converted to 70Ca. Indeed, the sum of the
initial abundances of 28Si and A > 60 is 9.5 × 10−3 mol/g
exceed the produced N = 50 abundance slightly, indicating
that most of the other nuclei end up near N = 28.
At depths beyond ρ = 1.10 × 1012 g cm−3 (y = 1.27 ×
1016 g cm−2) the evolution is essentially the same as in the
case of the extreme rp-process ashes (see section 3.2). The
nuclear energy release is overall similar (Fig. 14), though
there is somewhat stronger nuclear Urca cooling, and a
slightly higher nuclear energy generation. The dominant
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Figure 16. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for KEPLER X-ray burst ashes down to a depth where ρ = 3.28 × 1011 g cm−3
(y = 3.43 × 1015 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
Urca pairs are listed in Tab. 3. Compared to the extreme rp-
process ashes there are two additional important Urca pairs
in lighter mass chains, 33Al-33Mg and 65Fe-65Mn. The lack
of shallower cooling from heavier nuclei is more than off-
set by the very strong cooling from 31Mg-31Na at around
ρ = 1 × 1011 g cm−3 (Fig. 14). This is due to the much larger
initial abundance of A = 31 nuclei (9.1× 10−5 vs 4.9× 10−6).
Table 3. Strongest Urca pairs for KEPLER X-
ray burst ashes
Urca pair ρ (g/cm3) relative flowa
31Mg - 31Na 8.60 × 1010 1.00
33Al - 33Mg 5.62 × 1010 0.47
55Ti - 55Sc 3.72 × 1010 0.40
31Al - 31Mg 3.75 × 1010 0.14
65Fe - 65Mn 2.59 × 1010 0.11
59Cr - 59V 2.42 × 1010 0.09
29Mg - 29Na 5.32 × 1010 0.07
57Cr - 57V 1.36 × 1010 0.05
57V - 57Ti 2.62 × 1010 0.04
63Fe - 63Mn 1.61 × 1010 0.04
59Mn - 59Cr 1.08 × 1010 0.03
63Cr - 63V 4.56 × 1010 0.03
Table 3 continued
Table 3 (continued)
Urca pair ρ (g/cm3) relative flowa
65Ni - 65Co 5.27 × 109 0.03
65Co - 65Fe 1.21 × 1010 0.02
59V - 59Ti 3.39 × 1010 0.02
61Fe - 61Mn 9.09 × 109 0.02
59Fe - 59Mn 3.48 × 109 0.01
57Ti - 57Sc 5.78 × 1010 0.01
55V - 55Ti 9.90 × 109 0.01
aTime integrated reaction flow relative to
strongest Urca pair.
3.4. Reaction sequence for initial superburst ashes
In some X-ray bursting systems, rare superbursts may fur-
ther modify the composition at a depth around ρ = 1 ×
109 g cm−3 (Cumming et al. 2006). For systems that regu-
larly exhibit superbursts, the ashes of superburst burning is
the appropriate initial composition for nuclear processes in
the crust. We use the final composition produced in a su-
perburst model calculated with the KEPLER code (Keek &
Heger 2011). This composition is shown in Fig. 18. The
sequence of EC and neutron captures leading to the neutron
drip line is shown in Fig. 19 and, for the mass chains with
significant abundance, is very similar to the result with the
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Figure 17. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for KEPLER X-ray burst ashes starting at ρ = 3.28 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 3.43 ×
1015 g cm−2), and ending at ρ = 1.10 × 1012 g cm−3 (y = 1.27 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
KEPLER X-ray burst ashes. Fig. 20 shows the reaction se-
quences and final composition when the composition is con-
solidated to a few nuclei that are particularly strongly bound
due to shell effects. One difference to the calculation with
the KEPLER X-ray burst ashes is that this point is reached at
a slightly higher density (ρ = 1.23 × 1012 g cm−3 instead of
ρ = 1.1 × 1012 g cm−3). The reason is that Ye is smaller due
to the higher neutron abundance and therefore a higher den-
sity is required to achieve µe = 33.7 MeV, needed to destroy
62Ar.
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Figure 18. Initial composition set by the ashes of a superburst,
summed by mass number.
The final composition shown in Fig. 20 has been deter-
mined at the same µe as Fig. 17 and demonstrates that in-
deed the same nuclei are populated. Because this compo-
sition is reached at a greater depth, it is much closer to the
onset of pycnonuclear fusion of 40Mg. However, the rela-
tive population of 40Mg (Y=9.1× 10−3), 46Si (Y=8.7× 10−3),
and 70Ca (Y=3.2 × 10−4) is different because of the different
initial composition. Most of the abundance is concentrated
around N = 28 with only a smaller N = 50 contribution
from 70Ca. Because the initial composition has only a small
amount of A > 60 nuclei (Y=8×10−8 mol/g), the only contri-
bution to N = 50 comes from parts of the initial A = 60 and
A = 28 abundances (see discussion in section 3.2). Again the
competition of neutron capture and EC at 60Ca and 28Ne, re-
spectively, is critical in determining the relative distribution
of N = 28 and N = 50 nuclei in the inner crust.
In crusts with initial superburst ashes, Urca cooling is com-
parable to the case of extreme rp-process ashes (Fig. 14),
however, cooling comes almost exclusively from the 55Sc-
55Ti pair. All other Urca cooling pairs are at least a factor of
50 weaker. Heating is significantly higher than for either of
the X-ray burst ashes cases.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Reaction Sequences
The reaction sequences obtained here with a full reaction
network differ substantially from previous work, especially
when compared to models that consider only a single species
at a given time such as Haensel & Zdunik (1990); Haensel &
Zdunik (2008). One important difference are the EC/β Urca
pairs already discussed in Schatz et al. (2014), which can
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Figure 19. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for superburst ashes down to a depth where ρ = 3.39 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 3.43 ×
1015 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
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Figure 20. Integrated reaction flows and final composition for superburst ashes starting at ρ = 3.39 × 1011 g cm−3 (y = 3.43 × 1015 g cm−2), and
ending at ρ = 1.23 × 1012 g cm−3 (y = 1.30 × 1016 g cm−2). See Fig. 3 for details.
occur when both the parent and the daughter nucleus of an
EC are present, and the β− decay is not fully blocked.
In the case of the initial 56Fe ashes, we agree with Haensel
& Zdunik (1990) that the composition reaches the neutron
drip line with the destruction of 56Ar at around ρ = 7.8 ×
1011 g cm−3. However, taking into account the finite time
needed for the transition and the change in neutron density
during the transition, we find that the reaction flow branches
into an EC sequence and a neutron capture sequence un-
like Haensel & Zdunik (1990). This leads to the appearance
of more than one species in the composition. Also, unlike
Haensel & Zdunik (1990), we confirm that beyond neutron
drip, nuclei are converted rapidly via the superthreshold elec-
tron capture cascades (SECs) found in Gupta et al. (2008)
into much lighter nuclei. For example, 56Ar is converted into
40Mg in a single step so that 40Mg is already produced at the
time of 56Ar destruction at ρ = 7.8×1011 g cm−3 and µe=31.6
MeV. This is in contrast to Haensel & Zdunik (1990), where,
after 56Ar destruction at ρ = 6.1×1011 g cm−3, several EC re-
actions at stepwise increasing µe have to occur before 40Mg
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is produced at ρ = 1.1 × 1012 g cm−3. In addition, we find
that the reaction sequence branches at 42Si leading to the ad-
ditional production of 48Si via neutron captures, resulting in
a two component composition of 40Mg and 48Si.
The onset of pycnonuclear fusion also differs. In Haensel
& Zdunik (1990), the first fusion is 34Ne+34Ne, triggered by
EC on 40Mg at ρ = 1.46×1012 g cm−3 and µe = 34.3 MeV. We
find that, due to our mass model that includes shell effects,
the threshold for 40Mg(EC) is higher so that 40Mg(EC) occurs
deeper at ρ = 1.8 × 1012 g cm−3. As our calculation allows
for the presence of multiple nuclear species, we find that the
lighter nuclides produced by the ensuing SEC chains prefer-
ably fuse with the still abundant 40Mg, rather with them-
selves, leading to the occurrence of fusion between unlike
nuclides. Furthermore, the SEC chains on 40Mg are faster,
leading to lighter nuclides before fusion sets in. A branching
at 28O, where EC and fusion competes, leads to the creation
of two major species undergoing fusion, resulting in two ma-
jor fusion reactions, 25N+40Mg→65K and 28O+40Mg→68Ca.
In addition, at the larger depth where these reactions are trig-
gered, 40Mg+40Mg→80Cr becomes significant as well. In
summary, instead of a single fusion reaction between like
species, three fusion reactions occur simultaneously, two of
them between very different species.
A fundamental difference here is that we do not find a large
abundance buildup of the fusion reaction products as found
in Haensel & Zdunik (1990); Haensel & Zdunik (2008). In-
stead, the reaction product is immediately recycled via an
SEC. Fusion reactions therefore lead to fusion-SEC cycles.
In the case of 40Mg, for example, the resulting net reaction
of all fusion-SEC cycles is 40Mg+40Mg→40Mg+40n. The
fusion-SEC cycles slowly convert 40Mg into neutrons, un-
til the increasing neutron density shifts the composition to
more neutron rich nuclei. A single fusion reaction effectively
only destroys a single 40Mg nucleus instead of two, allowing
for more fusion reactions at a shallower depth. A fusion in-
duced cycle for the destruction of 40Mg has been described
in Steiner (2012), who used a Quasi Statistical Equilibrium
model that allows for the presence of multiple species. He
found a cycle that starts at 40Mg with a SEC to 22C, fol-
lowed by 22C+22C→44Mg(γ,4n)40Mg. However, taking into
account the finite speed of the nuclear reactions, we find
that 40Mg and the lighter nuclides produced by a SEC co-
exist leading to asymmetric fusion reactions. Our model also
tracks individual reaction channels and can therefore resolve
branchings between competing reactions. This also broadens
the range of fusion reactions.
The reaction sequences starting with broader initial com-
position distributions are of similar type, characterized by
4 phases - EC chains without neutrons, EC chains with
neutron-induced reactions, SECs at neutron drip, and pyc-
nonuclear fusion. As soon as neutrons are released, the evo-
lution in a given isobaric EC chain starts to depend on what
happens in other chains. Initial abundances of lighter species
such as 20Ne, 24Mg, or 28Si are transformed into even lighter
nuclei, which then undergo pycnonuclear fusion prior to neu-
tron drip. This has already been suggested by Horowitz et al.
(2008). We confirm that these reactions occur at a depth
around ρ = 1 × 1011 g cm−3 but the types of fusion reac-
tions differ significantly from previous predictions. The most
dominant fusion reactions around this depth are 21N+21O,
21N+21N, 20C+20O, 20C+21N, 20C+20C, and 24O+24O, but
many weaker reactions occur. Ne fusion sets in at slightly
higher ρ = 4 × 1011 g cm−3 via 34Ne+34Ne, 32Ne+34Ne,
34Ne+24O, and 34Ne+20C. At greater depths we find the pyc-
nonuclear fusion-SEC cycles:
40Mg + 40Mg→ 80Cr→ 40Mg + 40n
25N + 40Mg→ 65K→ 40Mg + 25n
28O + 40Mg→ 68Ca→ 40Mg + 28n
Here the fusion reaction rates determine how rapidly nuclei
are converted into free neutrons.
4.1.1. Urca Cooling
Nuclear Urca cooling has been discussed in detail in Schatz
et al. (2014); Deibel et al. (2016). With our model tempera-
ture of 0.5 GK, we can identify the strongest Urca pairs for
the different initial compositions investigated here. For su-
perburst ashes, 55Ti ↔ 55Sc is the only strong Urca cool-
ing pair, owing to the limited mass range of the nuclei in the
burst ashes. The strongest Urca pair identified in Schatz et al.
(2014) for superburst ashes, 56Ti ↔ 56Sc has been shown to
be ineffective as a consequence of newly measured masses
and newly calculated transition strengths from shell model
calculations (Meisel et al. 2015a).
The situation for the 55Ti ↔ 55Sc pair is less clear. One of
the key prerequisites for a strong Urca cycle in an odd A chain
is a strong allowed ground state to ground state (or within a
few 10 keV of the ground state) EC and β− transition. Ex-
perimental studies of the ground state of 55Ti indicate a spin
and parity of 1/2− (Maierbeck et al. 2009). The ground state
of 55Sc is expected to be 7/2−, based on systematics. Such
a large spin difference would preclude a fast ground state to
ground state transition. Crawford et al. (2010) therefore as-
sume that the significant missing strength that they observed
in a study of the 55Sc β− decay is not due to a ground state
transition, but due to a sizable β-delayed neutron emission
branch. As low lying excited states are not expected in these
isotopes, one would have to conclude that, in contrast to the
QRPA-fY predictions used here, the 55Ti ↔ 55Sc Urca pair
is not effective, and that therefore there no strong Urca cool-
ing pair exists in crusts composed of superburst ashes. Nev-
ertheless, an experimental confirmation of the absence of a
strong ground state to ground state transition in the β− de-
cay of 55Sc, or direct evidence of a ground state to ground
state β-delayed neutron emission branch, would be desirable
to clarify whether Urca cooling can play a role in accreting
neutron stars with superbursts.
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For ashes from regular X-ray bursts that produce a wider
range of nuclei, additional strong nuclear Urca pairs can be
populated. For KEPLER X-ray burst ashes, the dominant
cooling comes from the 31Mg ↔ 31Na pair (Tab. 3). This
pair had also been identified in Schatz et al. (2014) when us-
ing the FRDM mass model (see below). Experimental data
indeed indicate a strong ground state to ground state transi-
tion, although the experimentally derived log( f t) = 4.9(2)
indicates a roughly a factor of 4 slower transition than what
is used in our model (Klotz et al. 1993; Guillemaud-Mueller
et al. 1984). Another very strong Urca pair for KEPLER X-
ray burst ashes is 33Al ↔ 33Mg. The experimentally derived
log( f t) value of 5.2 is very close to the QRPA-fY prediction
(5.0) (Tripathi et al. 2008) and would confirm a very strong
Urca pair. However, there is some debate about the exper-
imental interpretation, in particular about the parity of the
33Al ground state (Yordanov et al. 2010).
For our calculation with the ashes of an extreme X-ray
burst, the production of A > 100 nuclei opens up a number of
additional possible Urca cooling pairs (Tab. 2), the strongest
of which had already been identified in Schatz et al. (2014).
Indeed, while 31Mg ↔ 31Na is also important, Urca cooling
is largely dominated by the A = 103 and A = 105 chains.
Not much is known experimentally about the relevant nuclei
103,105Sr, 103,105Y, 103,105Zr, and 105Nb. Data on ground state
to ground state β− transitions, and the masses of 103,105Sr
and 105Y remain to be determined to put the existence and
strengths of these Urca cooling pairs on solid experimental
footing.
The strongest Urca cooling pairs identified here are lo-
cated at depths in the range of ρ = 3.5 × 109 g cm−3 to
ρ = 1.1 × 1011 g cm−3. Pairs at shallower depths are consid-
erably weaker, though they may still be important in limiting
the strong shallow heating that is indicated by observations
of cooling transients and superburst ignition depths (Deibel
et al. 2016; Meisel & Deibel 2017). Urca cooling at greater
depths is largely precluded by the onset of neutron emission
and capture reactions, that tend to deplete odd A mass chains
(see below), and prevent the coexistence of parent and daugh-
ter nuclides once the drip line has been reached.
4.1.2. Appearance of free neutrons
We find that free neutrons start to play a role long before
the composition reaches the neutron drip line, the traditional
point where free neutrons appear. This early release of neu-
trons stems from EC reactions that populate neutron unbound
excited states (Ex > S n), which then decay by neutron emis-
sion. There are two basic mechanisms for EC to populate
high lying excited states. First, the EC threshold of a particu-
lar reaction may be increased by the excitation energy of the
lowest lying daughter state for an allowed transition. If this
state is above the neutron separation energy, neutron emis-
sion will occur. Also, once the transition proceeds at thresh-
old, µe can be higher than the threshold of the subsequent EC
reaction, leading again to the population of excited daugh-
ter states that may be above the neutron separation energy.
These effects can occur in even and odd A chains. An ex-
ample is 88Rb(EC,n)87Kr discussed in section 3.2, where the
lowest lying EC transition is predicted to go to a 6.9 MeV
state in 88Kr, close to S n(88Kr) = 7.02 MeV. This leads to
neutron emission relatively close to stability. It will be im-
portant to explore how lower lying forbidden transitions not
included in the QRPA-fY calculations may reduce this effect.
The second mechanism to release neutrons prior to reach-
ing the neutron drip line is the odd-even staggering of QEC
in even A chains, ∆QEC = |QEC,even−even − QEC,odd−odd|. In
these chains, an EC reaction on an even-even nucleus is im-
mediately followed by an EC reaction on an odd-odd nucleus
(Haensel & Zdunik 1990), where excited states up to ∆QEC
can be populated (Gupta et al. 2007). Neutron emission is
possible if ∆QEC > S n. ∆QEC depends strongly on the mass
model (Meisel et al. 2015a). For typical values of 3 MeV
neutron release would only start closer to the drip line at
S n ≈ 3 MeV. However, the FRDM mass model predicts sig-
nificantly larger ∆QEC in some cases.
The early release of neutrons does not lead to a buildup
of a large free neutron abundance. Instead, the released neu-
trons are recaptured by other nuclei present at the same depth.
This is a feature of the multi-component composition of the
outer crust. Nuclei with the largest abundance and largest
neutron capture cross sections will dominate the neutron ab-
sorption. Interestingly this tends to lead to the depletion of
odd A chains, starting as early as at ρ = 4 × 1010 g cm−3 (see
Fig. 21). As the odd A mass chains tend to have most of
the nuclear Urca pairs, the early release of neutrons strongly
limits Urca cooling in the deeper regions of the outer crust.
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Figure 21. Summed nuclear abundance in odd A mass chains as a
function of density for extreme burst ashes.
The µe required for pre-drip line neutron release varies
greatly from mass chain to mass chain. To illustrate this
point, we provide a simple estimate for the minimum µe for
neutron release in each mass chain, based on nuclear mass
differences (µe > |QEC| + S n) (Fig. 22). EC transitions are
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assumed to proceed when µe > |QEC| + Ex0, with Ex0 being
the daughter excitation energy of the lowest lying EC transi-
tion. This simple estimate neglects lattice energy and finite
temperature corrections, which depend on overall composi-
tion and astrophysical parameters and are included in the full
network calculation. Clearly, the depth of early neutron re-
lease depends strongly on the mass chain and therefore on
the initial composition created by thermonuclear burning on
the neutron star surface. While transitions into excited states
move the release of neutrons to shallower depths, on aver-
age by 6 MeV in µe (red solid line in Fig. 22), the odd-even
staggering of QEC alone leads to significant neutron release
(red dashed line in Fig. 22) prior to reaching the neutron drip
line (blue line in Fig. 22). All curves in Fig. 22 show a pro-
nounced variation in µe from mass chain to mass chain of up
to about 10 MeV. Therefore, regardless of the detailed tran-
sition energies and odd-even staggering, there will be a tran-
sition region between the outer and inner crust where some
mass chains release neutrons, and others capture them. The
characteristics of the compositional evolution in this region
will depend sensitively on the composition of the X-ray burst
ashes.
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Figure 22. Estimated minimum µe for neutron release following an
electron capture for each mass chain as a function of mass number.
Shown are estimates obtained when taking into account all transi-
tions into excited states (red, solid), estimates obtained when using
only ground state to ground state EC thresholds but taking into ac-
count transitions to excited states for a subsequent transition in even
mass chains (red, dashed), and estimates obtained when neglect-
ing transitions into excited states entirely limiting neutron release to
reaching the neutron drip line (blue, solid). The estimates are solely
based on nuclear mass differences and strength functions. Lattice
energy and finite temperature corrections are neglected.
4.1.3. Superthreshold Electron Capture Cascades
In agreement with Gupta et al. (2008) we find that EC and
neutron emission sequences at the neutron drip line proceed
not in single steps but in a rapid sequence spanning many
isotopic chains. Once the neutron drip line is reached, the
composition is therefore rapidly converted into lower Z nu-
clei. We also find that similar rapid sequences of EC and
neutron emission drive the products of pycnonuclear fusion
instantly back to the originating nucleus, leading to pycnonu-
clear fusion-SEC cycles (section 4.1).
In the SEC mechanism, EC with neutron emission drives
the composition away from the neutron drip line towards
lower EC thresholds. EC reactions can then become faster
than neutron capture reactions and another EC reaction fol-
lows immediately, before neutron capture can restore (n,γ)-
(γ,n) equilibrium in the isotopic chain. If the subsequent EC
reaction again leads to neutron emission, the sequence can re-
peat many times, greatly accelerating the conversion of heav-
ier elements into lighter ones.
An example is the SEC sequence shown in Fig. 5 for the
initial 56Fe composition. For the neutron density and temper-
ature at the location shown, the dominant (n,γ)-(γ,n) equilib-
rium abundance in the Z = 14, 17, 18 isotopic chains would
be N = 34, 44, and 44, respectively. Yet, EC occurs sig-
nificantly closer to stability at N = 28, 34–36, and 38–42,
respectively. Clearly the reaction sequence is off equilib-
rium and the competition of EC and neutron capture rates,
as well as the number of neutrons emitted following an EC
are important. On the other hand, in the Z = 15, and 16
isotopic chains, neutron captures drive the composition back
to equilibrium following the EC-induced neutron emission.
Nevertheless the cascade continues, as the EC thresholds of
the equilibrium nuclei are lower than the current µe. Fig. 12
shows a similar mix of EC reactions off equilibrium (immedi-
ately following a preceding EC reaction) and in equilibrium
(EC reactions followed by neutron capture). The reaction se-
quences driving the composition to lower Z can therefore be
quite complex and depend on QEC, S n, the feeding of states
above S n in EC transitions, and neutron capture rates.
4.1.4. Shell effects and the composition beyond neutron drip
The FRDM mass model includes shell effects that have a
significant impact on the composition in the inner crust. The
term ”shell effect” refers here to the occurrence of large en-
ergy gaps in neutron or proton single particle levels in some
nuclei. We emphasize that this is not limited to closed shell
nuclei, where the term “shell” refers to the highly degenerate
set of levels that occur only in nuclei with spherical shape
(Mayer 1949, 1950a,b). Rather, this also includes gaps in the
single particle levels that occur in deformed nuclei where the
level degeneracy is lifted and shells in the traditional sense
therefore do not exist (Nilsson 1955; Mottelson & Nilsson
1959). In fact, the vast majority of the nuclei of relevance to
this study are deformed.
These energy gaps give rise to additional nuclear binding
and thus can, as we show, prevent the formation of a single
species composition at neutron drip. Instead, depending on
the initial composition, abundance peaks form where the N =
28, 50, and 82 shell effects coincide with the neutron drip
line. This can have a strong impact on thermal conductivity
in the inner crust (section 4.3). We find that initial A ≤ 56
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nuclei (but not A = 28) end up feeding N ≈ 28, initial 60 <
A ≤ 105 and A = 28 nuclei feed N = 50, and initial A ≥
106 nuclei feed mostly N = 82. A = 56–60 and A =102–
106 are borderline areas, where branchings lead to feeding
of two different final mass regions. The exact split depends
on neutron abundance and competing reaction rates.
It is therefore important to understand the composition of
the X-ray burst ashes, in particular the amount of 28Si and
A ≥ 102 nuclei. Cyburt et al. (2016) show that 28Si synthesis
in X-ray bursts depends on helium burning reactions such
as 12C(α,γ) and 24Mg(α,γ). They also show that the mass
fraction of 28Si in the burst ashes can exceed 10%, depending
on the value of the uncertain 15O(α,γ) reaction rate.
The amount of A ≥ 102 nuclei produced in X-ray bursts
is still an open question. Schatz et al. (2001) used a one
zone model with ignition conditions assuming low accreted
metallicity (Z = 10−3) and a relatively high accretion rate
(m˙ = 0.3m˙Edd with Eddington accretion rate m˙Edd = 8.8 ×
104 g/cm2/s ) to explore the maximum possible extent of
an rp-process. They indeed find significant production of
A ≥ 102 nuclei in bursts that exhibit long ≈200 s tails.
Woosley et al. (2004) confirmed this result with a multi-zone
X-ray burst model. Their model zM assumes similar system
parameters and their first burst indeed produces more than
30% mass fraction of A = 104 with a light curve extend-
ing about 200-250 s before cooling exponentially. However,
they also find that subsequent bursts are influenced by the
ashes from previous bursts, resulting in a more moderate rp-
process that produces only negligible amounts of A ≥ 102
material and a more rapidly cooling light curve. In contrast
Jose´ et al. (2010) use a different model but similar system pa-
rameters and find that while bursts after the first burst become
somewhat shorter, lasting about 200 s, they still do produce
large amounts (> 10% mass fraction) A ≥ 102 material.
Another important question is whether the shell effects for
nuclei near the neutron drip line predicted by the FRDM ex-
ist. In particular, the production of N = 82 nuclei is strongly
facilitated by the interplay of predicted masses and spherical
shell closure induced shape changes of neutron rich nuclei
around Z = 38 and N = 70–82. An increase in S n with in-
creasing neutron number in this mass region leads to a jump
of the (n,γ)-(γ,n) equilibrium nucleus to N = 82. This is the
same effect that leads to an underproduction of nuclei below
A = 130 in the rapid neutron capture process (Kratz et al.
1993).
It has been pointed out that calculations based on some
self-consistent Hartree-Fock Bogolubov and Relativistic
Mean Field models predict a weakening of the spherical shell
gaps far from stability (see, for example, Sorlin & Porquet
(2008); Afanasjev et al. (2015) or Chen et al. (1995) in the
context of the r-process). Experimental evidence indeed in-
dicates that the N = 28 spherical shell closure disappears
with decreasing Z because strong deformation sets in already
at sulfur (Z = 16) and silicon (Z = 14) isotopes (Glasmacher
et al. 1997; Bastin et al. 2007; Meisel et al. 2015b). 40Mg,
which plays a critical role in our model, has been discovered
experimentally (Baumann et al. 2007). First nuclear struc-
ture studies confirm the presence of deformation (Crawford
et al. 2014). However, this does not necessarily mean that
shell effects as defined in this work do not occur. Indeed,
the FRDM mass model predicts strong deformation of 40Mg
in agreement with experiment, but nevertheless also predicts
increased binding because of a large deformed N=28 single
particle energy level gap for the predicted oblate deforma-
tion. Mass measurements of 40,41,42Mg that will be come pos-
sible at future rare isotope facilities will be needed to confirm
the predicted trends in neutron separation energy.
For the relevant N = 50 and N = 82 nuclei 70Ca (N = 50)
and 116Se (N = 82) the FRDM predicts spherical shell clo-
sures. However, these nuclei are currently out of experimen-
tal reach and neither has been observed in laboratory exper-
iments. The most proton deficient N = 50 nucleus studied
so far is 78Ni. Measurements of β-decay half-lives of 78Ni
and nearby isotopes indicate strong spherical shell closures
at Z = 28 and N = 50 (Xu et al. 2014). For N = 82, re-
cent studies of 128Pd indicate a robust spherical shell closure
for Z = 46 (Watanabe et al. 2013). This is in contrast to
earlier work that provided evidence for a weakening of the
spherical shell gap already at 130Cd (Dillmann et al. 2003).
Shell model calculations (Taprogge et al. 2014) and covari-
ant density functional theory (Afanasjev et al. 2015) predict a
gradual weakening of the N = 82 spherical shell gap towards
Z = 40, though the gap is predicted to remain significant.
This remains to be confirmed experimentally.
4.2. Heating and Cooling
Heating and cooling by nuclear reactions in the crust links
the nuclear processes identified in this work with observ-
ables. Fig. 14 shows that the considerably different nuclear
processes obtained with a full reaction network and a realis-
tic initial multi-component composition lead to differences
in the heating and cooling of the neutron star crust com-
pared to simplified single component equilibrium calcula-
tions (Haensel & Zdunik 2008). In particular, for all types
of realistic burst ashes, Urca cooling is significant at the
0.5 GK temperature investigated here, and would likely lead
to a cooler crust in a self-consistent model. As expected, the
location and strength of Urca cooling depends sensitively on
the initial composition.
There are also significant differences in heating between
the models. This is shown in Fig. 23, where we only integrate
over segments of positive slope in Fig. 14. This provides a
lower limit of the heating, as we neglect any heating during
a cooling episode. On one hand, all our calculations with a
full reaction network show significantly more heating at shal-
lower depths than the Haensel & Zdunik (2008) (HZ08) esti-
mate. At around ρ = 1.3 × 1012 g cm−3, the integrated differ-
ence has accumulated to about 0.5 MeV u−1 (though this is a
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Figure 23. Integrated nuclear energy release during episodes with
heat deposition as a function of mass density for pure 56Fe ashes
(solid blue), extreme burst ashes (solid red), KEPLER burst ashes
(dashed red), and superburst ashes (solid orange). Any heating dur-
ing cooling episodes is not included. The nuclear energy release
obtained by Haensel & Zdunik (2008) for pure 56Fe ashes is shown
for comparison (dashed blue).
lower limit). This is in part due to our inclusion of transitions
into excited states in the first step of the two step electron cap-
ture sequences in even A chains. These transitions not only
reduce neutrino emission (as considered in HZ08), but also
increase the electron capture energy thresholds and thus the
total energy release in the sequence (Gupta et al. 2007). On
the other hand, the calculations with realistic burst ashes and
a full reaction network show remarkable similarity, despite
the significant variations in initial compositions. Differences
in the thermal structure for different realistic burst ashes will
therefore predominantly arise from differences in Urca cool-
ing, not from differences in heating.
The much shallower onset of fusion reactions in the mod-
els with realistic ashes, around ρ = 1.2 − 7.7 × 1011 g cm−3,
compared to ρ = 1.1 × 1012 g cm−3 for pure 56Fe ashes, con-
tributes to an increased heat deposition at shallower depths.
This is due to two effects. First, lighter nuclei in the ini-
tial composition tend to be converted more rapidly into the
low Z species that can undergo fusion reactions. Second, the
superthreshold electron capture cascade (SEC) effect creates
lighter nuclei earlier. Horowitz et al. (2008) pointed out the
potential importance of fusion of lighter nuclei at shallower
depths. Indeed such reactions can deposit of the order of
 = 0.7–0.9 MeV u−1 of heat (Horowitz et al. 2008), provided
they would make up 100% of the composition. However, the
mass fraction X of A ≤ 28 nuclei in the initial composition
is only 0.7%, 5%, and 1% for superburst, KEPLER, and ex-
treme burst ashes, respectively. The associated heating X is
therefore rather small, 0.005–0.05 MeV u−1, and comparable
to electron capture heating in the more abundant mass chains.
Despite these differences in the distribution of heat de-
position, the total heat deposited is remarkably similar for
all our models, at least down to a depth where ρ =
1.6 × 1012 g cm−3. At that depth, total heat deposition is
1.1 MeV u−1, 0.96 MeV u−1, 0.88 MeV u−1, 1.2 MeV u−1 and
0.9 MeV u−1 for HZ08, pure Fe ashes, extreme burst ashes,
KEPLER burst ashes, and superburst ashes, respectively.
Note however, that the latter three cases are lower limits, as
some heat may be released in regions with net cooling. Our
results confirm with a full reaction network the robustness
of heating (but not Urca cooling) in respect to initial com-
position found in previous work using simplified approaches
(Haensel & Zdunik 2008) or reaction networks without pyc-
nonuclear fusion (Gupta et al. 2008).
4.3. Impurity
We are now in the position to predict the impurity parame-
ter Qimp =
∑
i Yi(Zi−〈Z〉)2/∑i Yi with average charge number
〈Z〉 and abundances Yi (excluding neutrons) as a function of
depth. Qimp is important as it determines the thermal conduc-
tivity of the crust due to electron impurity scattering. Fig. 24
shows impurity parameters for the various initial composi-
tions as a function of density. The extreme X-ray burst ashes
exhibit the broadest range of isotopes and has the largest
Qimp ≈ 80. The rp-process in the more typical KEPLER
burst produces much fewer Z = 30 − 46 nuclei resulting in
a lower initial Qimp ≈ 40. Superbursts drive the composition
into nuclear statistical equilibrium, resulting in much less di-
verse ashes with a much smaller initial Qimp ≈ 4. Down to a
depth where ρ = 1 × 1010 g cm−3, Qimp stays rather constant.
At greater depth it begins to decrease substantially because
heavier nuclei tend to electron capture more, reducing their Z
faster, and because the early release of neutrons starts to elim-
inate abundance in some mass chains. At ρ = 1×1011 g cm−3,
the extreme burst ashes shows a drastic reduction in Qimp
bringing it in line with the KEPLER ashes. This is due to the
pycnonuclear fusion of oxygen produced via electron capture
from the relatively large initial 20Ne abundance. In addition,
compared to the KEPLER ashes, the extreme burst ashes has
relatively smaller initial abundances of 24Mg and 28Si, caus-
ing a much larger impact on Qimp once lighter nuclei from the
abundance 20Ne start fusing. Between ρ = 2 × 1011 g cm−3
and ρ = 7×1011 g cm−3, light element fusion and SEC chains
lead to a steady reduction in Qimp for all cases.
Interestingly, all initial compositions converge to a com-
parable Qimp =7-11 between ρ = 8 × 1011 g cm−3 and
ρ = 1.3 × 1012 g cm−3 due to shell effects that lock abun-
dance in different locations. This includes even the pure 56Fe
ashes, which turns into a multi-component composition be-
yond neutron drip due to the splitting of the reaction path dis-
cussed in section 3.1. However, beyond ρ = 1.5×1012 g cm−3
material trapped at the N = 50 spherical shell closure is
destroyed and all compositions but the extreme burst ashes
converge to a single nucleus and Qimp drops to less than
one. This is in line with previous predictions (Jones 2005;
Gupta et al. 2008; Steiner 2012) that Qimp is reduced to a
value near one when transitioning from the outer to the in-
ner crust, though we find that the transition is gradual and
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exhibits some variations. The exception is the extreme burst
ashes, the only case where material is also locked in at the
N = 82 spherical shell closure due to the heavy A ≥ 106
nuclei contained in the ashes. In this case, the conversion
of N = 50 nuclei into lighter species together with the un-
changed heavy N = 82 nuclei, leads to the opposite behavior,
an increase of Qimp in the inner crust to values of around 20.
Our theoretical predictions of Qimp can be compared with
constraints extracted from observed cooling curves of tran-
siently accreting neutron stars using crust cooling models.
For KS1731-260, the most recent analysis by Merritt et al.
(2016) obtains Qimp = 4.4+2.2−0.5, in agreement with earlier re-
sults from Brown & Cumming (2009) (< 4). For MXB1659-
29, Turlione et al. (2015) find Qimp =3.3–4 in agreement with
earlier results from Brown & Cumming (2009). These results
are also in line with work by Page & Reddy (2013) who use
models with different Qimp values for the outer and the inner
crust and find Qimp = 5 and 3 for KS1731-260, Qimp = 10
and 3 for MXB1659-29, and Qimp = 20 and 4 for XTE J1701-
462 for the outer and inner crust, respectively. A signifi-
cantly higher Qimp = 40 has been found in an analysis of
EXO 0748-676 (Degenaar et al. 2014). Turlione et al. (2015)
obtain a good fit of the data from this source with Qimp ≈ 1
but do not include the most recent data points considered in
Degenaar et al. (2014).
Roggero & Reddy (2016) performed Path Integral Monte
Carlo calculations of the electron-ion scattering with impuri-
ties at ρ = 1 × 1010 g cm−3 and found that heat conductivity
is reduced by about a factor of 2–4 compared to the simple
approximation employed in current crust cooling models. If
this result is indeed broadly applicable at higher densities, it
would imply that the required impurity parameters to fit ob-
servations are reduced by about a factor of 2–4, and that thus
an Qimp ≈ 1−2 is needed to explain observations of KS1731-
260, MXB1659-29, and XTE J1701-462.
Most crust cooling models used to analyze observational
data employ a single Qimp for the entire crust. These Qimp
values can be compared to our predictions at ρ > 1012 g/cm3
where electron-impurity scattering is expected to dominate
heat transport (Brown & Cumming 2009). Only Page &
Reddy (2013) provide values for Qimp in the outer crust.
However, a comparison is difficult as we predict significant
changes in Qimp as a function of density, and as it is unclear
how constraining the observational data are for the best fit
Qimp values given.
The observational constraints of a small inner crust Qimp
in most sources overall agree with our predictions for KE-
PLER burst and superburst ashes, but clearly disagree with
our prediction for extreme rp-process ashes. Our finding of a
high Qimp = 20 for an initial composition from extreme rp-
process ashes could in principle explain the high Qimp = 40
inferred for EXO 0748-676 (Degenaar et al. 2014). An ex-
treme rp-process would require particularly long bursts with
burst durations of the order of 200 s. Indeed EXO 0748-676
does exhibit such bursts (Boirin et al. 2007) during its out-
burst phase.
It has been suggested, that chemical separation effects dur-
ing the freezing of the crust at the ocean crust boundary,
which are not included in our model, lead to a reduction in
Qimp in the outer crust (Horowitz et al. 2007, 2009; Medin &
Cumming 2011, 2014; Mckinven et al. 2016). This is due to
the different freeze-out properties of light and heavy nuclei.
However, in the absence of nuclear reactions, once steady
state is achieved, the solid crust composition must match on
average the composition of the ashes entering the crust. Ei-
ther chemical separation effects lead to time dependent com-
positional changes in the ocean that counteract the chemical
separation once steady state is achieved, or alternating layers
of light and heavy nuclei form. In the latter case, Qimp would
indeed be significantly reduced, as each layer would have a
higher purity than the average crust. However, if such layers
form, what their thickness is, and what the impact of layer
boundaries are remain open questions.
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Figure 24. Impurity parameter Qimp as a function of mass density
for pure 56Fe ashes (solid blue), extreme burst ashes (solid red),
KEPLER burst ashes (dashed red), and superburst ashes (dashed
orange).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We identify the typical nuclear reaction sequences in the
crust of accreting neutron stars down to a depth where ρ =
2 × 1012 g cm−3 using a full reaction network for a range
of initial compositions. Significant differences are found
from calculations using the single nuclear species approxi-
mation or equilibrium considerations, including Urca cool-
ing, already reported in Schatz et al. (2014); compositional
changes in the outer crust due to early release and recap-
ture of neutrons; the superthreshold electron capture cascade
(SEC) mechanism found in Gupta et al. (2008) but proceed-
ing sometimes in steps; branchings of the reaction path that
lead to a more diverse composition; a much broader range of
pycnonuclear fusion reactions including reactions among un-
like species; and the formation of fusion-SEC cycles formed
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by fusion reactions and SECs. Because of the formation of
fusion-SEC cycles, fusion does not lead to the build up of
heavier nuclei. The ”layer cake” structure of regions with
high and low Z that might lead to alternating liquid and solid
layers (Brown 2000) therefore does not exist.
The location of neutron drip and the buildup of a free neu-
tron abundance depend on the initial composition. Traces
of free neutrons (abundance > 10−18) begin to occur in the
ρ = 3–5 × 1011 g cm−3 range and continue to increase with
depth. Significant (> 1 %) free neutron abundances are estab-
lished between ρ = 6 × 1011 g cm−3 and ρ = 1 × 1012 g cm−3.
Jones (2005) pointed out that, with the occurrence of free
neutrons at neutron drip, neutron captures and β− decay se-
quences in principle open up a possible pathway towards
much heavier equilibrium crust composition. We find that
based on our current understanding of nuclear physics such a
reaction sequence does not occur. Rather, the composition re-
mains out of equilibrium and evolves towards lighter nuclei,
in line with findings from simplified approaches (Haensel &
Zdunik 1990).
While the total nuclear heating to the depth explored in
our work is similar to previous simpler estimates, and rather
independent of initial composition, the deposited heat dis-
tribution can differ substantially. A significant shallow heat
source is required to explain observations of cooling tran-
sients (Brown & Cumming 2009; Degenaar et al. 2011; Page
& Reddy 2013; Degenaar et al. 2013, 2015; Deibel et al.
2015; Turlione et al. 2015; Waterhouse et al. 2016; Mer-
ritt et al. 2016). An open question was, whether at least in
some cases this shallow heating could be of nuclear origin.
We find that this is not the case, even when taking into ac-
count the fusion of A ≤ 28 nuclei in the initial composition
as suggested by Horowitz et al. (2008). With realistic burst
ashes containing only a few % of A ≤ 28 nuclei, fusion near
ρ = 1 × 1011 g cm−3 contributes at most 0.05 MeV u−1, far
short of the 1 − 10 MeV u−1 needed to explain observations.
It would be interesting to explore whether enhanced A ≤ 28
production in hydrogen/helium burning is possible, for ex-
ample when taking into account nuclear uncertainties or new
burning regimes such as mixed stable and unstable burning
(Narayan & Heyl 2003; Keek & Heger 2016). While even
such an enhancement is unlikely to explain shallow heating
in all sources, it may have a significant impact on the con-
straints inferred from observations.
Our calculations confirm previous predictions that large
initial crust impurity is reduced when transitioning from the
outer crust (shallower than neutron drip) to the inner (deeper
than neutron drip) crust (Jones 2005; Gupta et al. 2008;
Steiner 2012) and show that this is a robust feature of ac-
creted crusts. This reduction in Qimp explains the low crust
impurity in the inner crust inferred from observations of a
broad range of systems. We follow this transition for the
first time and find that it is a gradual process, starting prior
to neutron drip at ρ = 1 × 1010 g cm−3, greatly accelerating
around ρ = 1 × 1011 g cm−3, and being completed around
ρ = 1 × 1012 g cm−3. We also find that shell effects in very
neutron-rich nuclei, as predicted by the FRDM mass model,
or any other mass surface anomalies that raise electron cap-
ture thresholds locally, can still lead to non-negligible im-
purities in the inner crust. We find that regardless of ini-
tial composition, even for an initial single species compo-
sition, shell effects lead to a layer in the inner crust be-
tween ρ = 8 × 1011 g cm−3 and ρ = 1.3 × 1012 g cm−3 where
Qimp = 7–11, which following the arguments of Roggero &
Reddy (2016) would correspond to an effective Q∗imp ≈ 30
in current cooling models. It would be interesting to explore
the significance of such a layer on crust cooling. Because the
feature is relatively robust, an observational signature would
open the possibility of constraining shell effects and nuclear
masses of very neutron rich nuclei.
We find Qimp = 20 in the inner crust if the initial compo-
sition contains significant amounts of A ≥ 102 nuclei (for
example, our extreme rp-process ashes). Such a high Qimp
is incompatible with observational constraints for KS1731-
260, MXB1659-29, and XTE J1701-462. Either shell effects
vanish for extremely neutron rich nuclei, or these systems do
not contain A ≥ 102 nuclei in the outer crust. In general,
shell effects are not expected to disappear on approaching
the neutron drip line though. For example, while covariant
density functional theory predicts the disappearance of the
N = 50 shell gap at the neutron drip line, it also predicts the
emergence of a new N = 40 shell gap and the persistence
of a significant, though somewhat weakened, N = 82 shell
gap (Afanasjev et al. 2015). In addition, as the example of
40Mg in the FRDM shows, deformed nuclei away from the
traditional spherical shell gaps can still exhibit ”shell effects”
in form of single particle energy gaps. For ashes without
A ≥ 102 nuclei we find a pure crust with Qimp = 0 beyond
ρ = 2 × 1012 g cm−3.
The high Qimp found for extreme rp-process ashes is of
comparable order of magnitude to the analysis of Degenaar
et al. (2014) for EXO 0748-676, who find Qimp = 40. In-
deed, EXO 0748-676 does exhibit during outburst, at least
occasionally, long (≈ 200 s) mixed H/He bursts (Boirin et al.
2007) that are expected to produce A ≥ 106 nuclei (Schatz
et al. 2001; Jose´ et al. 2010). Interestingly, EXO 0748-676
also exhibits a large number of so called double and even
triple bursts, where a regular burst is followed by one or more
weaker secondary bursts with very short recurrence times of
the order of 10 min (Keek et al. 2010). The origin of these
double and triple bursts is not fully understood (Keek et al.
2010). The secondary bursts must be powered by fuel left
over from the previous burst, as the recurrence time is too
short to accrete fresh fuel. If the secondary bursts occur in
the ashes of the first burst, the resulting pulsed rp-process
could enhance the production of heavy elements (Hencheck
et al. 1995) and even overcome the Sn-Sb-Te cycle that lim-
its the rp-process to A ≤ 108 (Schatz et al. 2001). In con-
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nection with shell effects for neutron rich N = 82 nuclei,
this could be an intriguing explanation of the slow cooling
observed in EXO 0748-676. Indeed Keek & Heger (2017)
found in a 1D burst model that opacity driven convection can
mix hydrogen fuel into ashes produced by previous bursts
and lead to secondary bursts that may explain short recur-
rence time bursts. However, they do not find an enhanced
heavy element production. More work on burst models and
burst nuclear physics is needed to clarify this question, as
well as the contradictory predictions of A ≥ 106 synthesis in
X-ray burst models by different groups (Woosley et al. 2004;
Jose´ et al. 2010). One conclusion from our work is that tran-
siently accreting neutron stars with particularly long mixed
H/He bursts during outburst are the best systems to probe the
interplay of burst physics, thermal conductivity of dense mat-
ter, and shell effects in very neutron-rich N = 50, 82 nuclei
during their cooling phase.
To date, crust cooling models mostly employ a single Qimp
throughout the crust. It would be interesting to explore
the impact of the more realistic Qimp profile predicted in
this work. Any sensitivity, for example to impurities in the
deeper layers of the outer crust, would provide interesting
constraints on the outer crust composition that could then be
brought to bear on our understanding of the hydrogen and
helium burning processes during prior outbursts.
This work is a first step in identifying the critical nuclear
physics inputs for models of accreted neutron star crusts. We
delineate the types of nuclear reactions and the typical nu-
clear element and mass regions involved. Future work is
needed to vary the nuclear physics input and determine the
sensitivity of observables to nuclear physics. It is clear that
nuclear masses play a critical role, in particular, the relative
locations of contours of S n and QEC across the chart of nu-
clides near the neutron drip line (and the location of the neu-
tron drip line itself), and deviations from smooth trends in the
mass surface, for example, shell effects, around the neutron
drip line. In particular, the FRDM shell effects in neutron-
rich N ≈ 50 and N ≈ 82 nuclei that cause neutron captures
in the r-process to sweep abundance rapidly into the closed
neutron shell resulting in the underproduction of nuclei be-
low the A = 130 and A = 195 abundance peaks (Kratz et al.
1993; Chen et al. 1995), have the same effect at the transi-
tion from outer to inner crust and can result in rather large
inner crust impurities and slower cooling neutron stars. It
will be important to address the question of shell effects near
the neutron drip line through experiments at upcoming ra-
dioactive beam facilities such as FRIB. In the mean time, al-
ternative mass models and more realistic mass predictions,
for example, based on modern density functional theory that
also predicts uncertainties (e.g. Erler et al. (2012); Afanas-
jev et al. (2015)) should be explored. However, masses are
also needed for nuclei beyond the neutron drip line that are
stabilized against neutron decay by a degenerate neutron gas.
Improved electron capture and β decay strength functions
are also needed – key elements are the ground state to ground
state strength that determines the degree of nuclear Urca
cooling in the outer crust, and the location of the lowest ly-
ing strength that plays a role in early neutron emission and
heat deposition. In this context, the role of forbidden tran-
sitions, which especially near spherical shell closures can be
the lowest-lying strength are important, and more work on
models for forbidden transitions is desirable. One important
question relates to the low lying β− and EC transitions in the
55Sc↔ 55Ti Urca pair, which is the only strong Urca cooling
pair found in this study for systems that exhibit superbursts.
The treatment of EC and β− induced neutron emission should
also be improved taking into account neutron decay strength
distributions and the corresponding density dependent Pauli
blocking through the degenerate free neutrons.
The predicted rates of pycnonuclear fusion and neutron
capture are highly uncertain. For example, while the as-
sumptions of the underlying nuclear model used to calcu-
late the S-factors have been confirmed experimentally (Car-
nelli et al. 2014), pycnonuclear fusion rate predictions still
have estimated uncertainties of about 7 orders of magnitude
(Yakovlev et al. 2006). However, because of the steep density
dependence, this would for a typical reaction only result in a
2% change of the density at which the reaction occurs. Simi-
larly the establishment of neutron equilibrium along isotopic
chains may mitigate the impact of neutron capture rate uncer-
tainties. Nevertheless, the impact of rate uncertainties could
still be substantial. Our work provides a starting point for
future sensitivity studies to characterize the impact of these
uncertainties, and to determine how accurately these reaction
rates need to be predicted for applications in crust models.
Results from such studies can then guide future work to im-
prove the theoretical prediction of these quantities.
It should also be noted that the initial composition, and
therefore the nuclear physics of hydrogen and helium burn-
ing, either in X-ray bursts or in steady state burning, is impor-
tant. Cyburt et al. (2016) recently determined the relevant nu-
clear reaction rate uncertainties in X-ray bursts, and Schatz &
Ong (2017) the critical nuclear masses in X-ray bursts. More
work needs to be done to explore the critical nuclear physics
for a broader range of burning regimes. Also, the impact of
nuclear physics variations on particularly salient features of
the hydrogen and helium burning ashes should be explored -
for example the amount of A ≤ 28 nuclei, which determine
heat deposition from shallow fusion reactions, the amount of
A ≥ 102 nuclei that may lead to particularly high impurities
in the inner crust, the amount of 28Si and 56 < A < 106 nuclei
that increase crust impurity by populating the N = 50 spher-
ical shell closure, and the amount of odd A nuclei, which
determine the degree of nuclear Urca cooling.
In principle, our calculations can serve as a starting point
for an iterative process to determine the crust temperature
profile that is consistent with the calculated heating and cool-
ing, similar to Gupta et al. (2007). This would require use of
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simplified models for heat deposition at depths greater than
our calculation. However, recent observations indicate that
thermal profiles vary greatly from system to system (see for
example Homan et al. (2014)), with the key parameters likely
being the strong shallow heat source of unknown nature, the
initial composition from hydrogen and helium burning or su-
perbursts, as well as the mass of the neutron star and accre-
tion rate history. The shallow heat source has an especially
strong influence on the thermal profile. As this heat source
cannot be predicted, it needs to be determined from obser-
vational constraints. Therefore, determining a realistic ther-
mal profile is only possible using a multi-parameter analy-
sis for a specific observed system. This should be pursued
in future work. However, we do not expect the results of
this work to depend strongly on temperature (see section 2).
Therefore, our conclusions should be applicable to a broad
range of systems. The one exception is the strength of the
nuclear Urca cooling, which depends strongly on tempera-
ture (Schatz et al. 2014). Our analysis with a relatively high
temperature allows us to identify the important Urca cool-
ing pairs. These are the Urca pairs that would limit crustal
heating should sufficiently strong heat sources be present in
a particular system.
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